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A unique combination of state of the art manufacturing technology together with traditional 

hand finished expertise allows us to create beautifully finished and detailed furniture 

collections. As a true manufacturer, we control every part of the process, from beginning to 

end. We design, we weld, we paint, we mold, we cut, we sew, we stock and we ship worldwide.

We have 1,250,000 sq ft of international manufacturing space, which spans America, Europe 

and Australasia. After outgrowing our previous North American headquarters we’ve recently 

moved to a new facility in Maumee, Ohio. Here we have 165,000 sq ft of manufacturing space 

with plans to expand this footprint to over 300,000 in the coming years.

We continue to invest in state of the art manufacturing techniques; the most recent being 

laser edge finishing that provides our desking and tables with an added dimension in beauty 

and durability. Sitting alongside our cutting edge technology, we also rely heavily on the talent 

and craftsmanship of our people. Although we produce hundreds of thousands of seats every 

year, each and every one is finished by hand and the same care is taken during every part of 

the manufacturing and upholstery process to achieve the highest level of detail.



Allermuir is honored to have been selected 
as a partner for Kaiser Permanente as they 
promote innovative design and healthy 
facilities across the country.  We feel it is our 
design forward, contemporary approach, 
and rigid quality standards combined with a 
craftsman’s approach, which has afforded 
us this opportunity to partner with Kaiser 
Permanente. 
 
The following products have been vetted and 
approved by Kaiser Permanente for use in 
their facilities country wide. A selection of 
our products have been modified to meet 
specific requirements for Kaiser facilities. 
You will notice two product code variations 
in the following pages. “SH18” refers to a 
product that is an 18” high modification vs. 
our standard 17” high version.  “BA” refers to 
products that have been modified to comply 
with bariatric weight compliance.   

We look forward to working with you 
on Kaiser Permanente projects and the 
opportunity to earn your business.  We have 
provided a contact list of our representatives 
across the Kaiser designated seven regions 
in the United States.  Please don’t hesitate to 
contact us if you would like to see samples or 
if we can answer any questions for you.

Partnership
Furniture  
Supplier Summary
Product information The approved products from Kaiser fall under either the 

Allermuir or Senator brand.  In some cases we have altered 
the product to conform to Kaiser’s standards; for example 18” 
seat height and structural alterations to hit bariatric weight 
requirements. 

Web Portal www.allermuirkp.com

Lead time 4-9 Weeks Delivered for Standard Product

Cleaning/Maintenance Document Enclosed

Warranty Document Document Enclosed

Main Point of Contact Service & Acquisition
Tom Stevens
(303) 330-5122
t.stevens@allermuir.com

Lindsey Biler
(419) 887-5806
L.Biler@allermuir.com

Contract Facilitator Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii, Pacific 
Northwest, Northern California,  
Mid-Atlantic, Southern California

Simon Elder
(419) 902-4065
selder@thesenatorgroup.com

Terri Burkhart
(760) 717-7167
Terri@EPICcontractgroup.com

allermuirkp.com
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The Allermuir portfolio is used to create beautiful 
areas for people to work, meet, greet, dine, relax, 
play or break away. Allermuir products are well 
suited for healthcare environments.

Allermuir conceives designs, produces and 
lovingly supplies stunning furniture. Designed 
with people and the spaces they occupy in 
mind, we work with some of the most talented 
European designers to create innovative pieces 
which are thought provoking, challenging and 
different, with a contemporary feel.



Lounge
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Conic
Conic by PearsonLloyd is a refreshing, eye-catching 
and exciting take on various conical forms used in both 
contemporary and previously explored areas of soft seating 
over the decades. Conic’s shape and form provide excellent 
and inviting levels of comfort with an almost domestic appeal.

Standard Features
• Molded foam construction
• Tubular Steel frame*
• Wire frame with plastic glides*
• Steel swivel pedestal base*
• Plastic glides *
• Plastic self leveling glides*
• 18” seat height

A637
Tub chair
4 leg frame

A630
Tub chair
Wire frame

A633
Tub chair 
Pedestal swivel  base

A631
Lounge chair
Wire frame

A634
Lounge chair 
Pedestal swivel  base

A632
Lounge chair with  
integral headrest
Wire frame

A635
Lounge chair with 
integral headrest 
Pedestal swivel  base

Conic Soft Seating
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Bison
Bison is a highly stylish and distinctive tub chair with 
characterful broad shoulders and a compact footprint. The 
combination of a slightly higher seat and flat plane means this 
chair is equally at home around a meeting table as it  
is in a more traditional lounge environment.

Standard Features
• Molded foam construction
• Webbed seat support
• Steel base support
• Plastic glides 
• 18” seat height

BN1
Tub chair

Bison Soft Seating
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Famiglia
The Famiglia seating family includes a collection of low, 
mid, high back and lounge chairs that between them offers 
a choice of metal or wooden legs and 5-star bases. 

Standard Features
• Molded foam construction
• Fully upholstered
• Tubular steel frame finished in Polished Chrome*
• 2” hard wheel casters in Black*
• Tubular steel frame with wire supports finished in Polished Chrome*
• Aluminum leg connector frame finished in Slate Gray powder coat*
• Solid ash legs with a clear finish*
• Plastic glides*
• Select models in 18” SH*

Famiglia Lounge Chairs

Famiglia Mid-Back Chairs

Famiglia Low-Back Chairs

FMG403
Lounge chair 
Wood frame

FMG408
Lounge chair
Wire frame

FMG405
Lounge chair 
4-star swivel base

FMGFS
Footstool

FMG203
Mid back  
Wood legs

FMG202
Mid back  
4 leg frame

FMG206
Mid back 
5-star base with casters

FMG207
Mid back 
5-star base with casters 
Tablet

FMG102
Low back  
4 leg frame

FMG101
Low back  
4 leg frame with casters

FMG103
Low back  
Wood legs
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Lola
Lola is a seductive, curving and shapely, yet strong and 
dependable collection. This soft seating range has been 
designed as a contemporary, visually lighter alternative 
to the linear forms typically used in public environments. 
Providing excellent comfort, Lola is perfect for stunning 
reception areas or for creating relaxing spaces in lounges 
or breakout areas.

Standard Features
• Polished Chrome four leg frame chair
• Solid Beech wood four leg frame chair
• Polished Chrome swivel base chair
• Molded foam construction
• Plastic glides
• 18” seat height
• Bariatric models available

Lola Metal Leg

Lola Wood Leg

Lola Swivel Base

A821-BA
Chair with four leg steel frame
17” seat height

A821-18SH-BA
Chair on a four leg steel frame
18” seat height

A825
Chair with four leg wood frame
17” seat height

A825-18SH
Chair with four leg wood frame
18” seat height

A820
Chair with swivel base

A822-BA
Sofa with four leg frame
17” seat height

A822-18SH-BA
Sofa with four leg frame
18” seat height

A826-18SH
Sofa with four leg wood frame
18” seat height
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Open
Open is an elegant and relatively compact contemporary 
range of soft seating, comprising of a lounge chair with or 
without a headrest, footstool and a large two seat sofa.  
The moulded seat shells and cushions with bull nosed edge 
profile and tailored upholstery, provide great comfort, precise 
shape and visual slenderness.

Standard Features
• Silver M04 powder coat tubular steel frame
• Traditional carcass construction seat unit
• Molded foam back construction
• Plastic glides with leveling adjustment
• 18” seat height

A641
Swivel lounge chair with headrest

A644
Sofa with four leg wire frame

Open Lounge Seating

A640
Swivel lounge chair without headrest

A641FS
Footstool with 4-star swivel frame
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Jinx
Jinx is a contemporary range of organically shaped 
soft seating that revolutionizes a low sit, which captures 
the epitome of comfort that is suitable for a wealth 
of environments. The design of Jinx challenges the 
structural formation we have become so accustomed to, 
the geometric form and defining angular lines create 
architectural freedom within a space.

Standard Features
• Wood carcass construction
• Dual density back foam
• Sprung seat foam
• Fully upholstered
• Plastic glides

Jinx Lounge Chairs

JNX01
Lounge chair

JNX02
2 seat sofa

JNX03
3 seat sofa
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MTEOT03
Three seat ottoman

MTEOT90
90° angled ottoman

MTEOT120
120° angled ottoman

MTEOT02
Two seat ottoman

Mote
The Mote family includes sofas, ottomans, screens and 
accessories, each linking seamlessly to each other to 
create a combination of rectilinear and curvilinear forms 
for beautiful yet defined spaces.

Standard Features
• Traditional carcass construction with muti-density foam*
• Rear screens*
• Rear and side screens*
• Rear and left hand corner screen with arm*
• Read and right hand corner screen with arm*
• End arms*
• Fully upholstered*
• Cast aluminum legs finished in Black powder coat
• Plastic glides*
• Plastic glides with leveling adjustment*
• 1” Grade A White TFL rear mounted work shelf with a clear edge profile and scallop cut out (edge 44)*
• Screen attachment brackets in Black*
• Fully upholstered table support in fabric matching bridging screen*
• Table support base plate finished in Black powder coat*
• Available with power options on select models*

Mote Ottoman

Mote Sofa

Mote Sofa with Rear Screen

MTEOT01
Single seat ottoman

MTESF03
Three seat sofa

MTESF90
90° angled sofa

MTESF120
120° angled sofa

MTESF01
Single seat sofa

MTESF02
Two seat sofa

MTEBSS03
Three seat sofa
Rear Screen

MTEBSS90
90° angled sofa
Rear screen

MTEBSS120
120° angled sofa
Rear screen

MTEBSS01
Single seat sofa 
Rear Screen

MTEBSS02
Two seat sofa
Rear Screen
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Mote Sofa with Rear and Side Screens

Mote Screens, Stools, and Tables

MTEBCSL01
Single seat sofa 
Rear and left hand corner screen

MTEBCSR01
Single seat sofa 
Rear and right hand corner screen

MTEBSF03
Three seat sofa 
Rear and side screens

MTEBSF01
Single seat sofa 
Rear and side screens

MTEBSF02
Two seat sofa 
Rear and side screens

MTEBR90
90° bridging screen

MTEBR120
120° bridging screen

MTEFST
Low stool

MTEMED01
Media panel

MTE-MEDTB01
Two seat table

MTE-MEDTB02
Four / six seat table
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Fifty Series
With distinct references to mid century design, Fifty Series 
offers a classically shaped and proportioned collection of 
soft seating. The meticulous attention to detail, traditional 
construction and tailored upholstery deliver a truly stunning 
result. An ideal choice for lounge seating in common areas and 
waiting areas.

Standard Features
•  Fully upholstered
•  Tufted seat and back upholstery
• Tubular steel legs finished in Polished Chrome*
• Steel swivel pedestal base finished  in Polished Chrome*
•  Solid beech conical legs with a clear finish*
• Plastic glides*
• 18” seat height

FIFT04
Armchair 
Swivel pedestal base

FIFT01
Armchair
Tubular legs

FIFT02
Two seater
Tubular legs

FIFT14
High back armchair
Swivel pedestal base
Tufted seat and  back upholstery

FIFT15
High back armchair
Wooden legs     
Tufted seat and back upholstery 

FIFT11
Armchair
Tufted seat and  back upholstery

FIFT05
Armchair
Wood Legs

FIFT06
Two seater
Wood legs

Fifty Series Lounge Chair 
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Phoulds
Elegance, poise and comfort were the words that guided the 
development of Phoulds. Meticulous joining of two pressed 
plywood shells create the chair’s structure which is lined with 
a distinctive six panel upholstery style. Phoulds offers the 
diversity of both high and mid back shells and two distinctive 
support frames. In addition the outer shell has the option of 
being fully upholstered.

Standard Features
• Beech shell with a clear finish*
• 6 panel upholstery with CMHR foam
• Tubular steel frame finished in Polished Chrome*
Plastic self leveling glides*
• 4-star Polished Aluminum base with plastic glides available with felt*
• Plastic under seat shroud*
• 5-star Polished Aluminum base with casters*
• Seat height adjustment*
• Fully upholstered outer shell*
• Soft quilted upholstery*

PH1
Medium back 
4 leg frame 
Wood shell

Wood Shell

Upholstered Shell

Upholstered Shell

PH2
Medium back 
4-star swivel base 
Wood shell

PH7
Medium back 
5-star base on casters 
Wood shell

PH4
High back 

4-star swivel base 
Wood shell

PH8
High back 
5-star base on casters 
Wood shell

PH3 
High back 
4 leg frame 
Wood shell

PH3U
High back 
4 leg frame 
Upholstered outer shell

PH4U
High back 
4-star swivel base 
Upholstered outer shell

PH8U
High back 
5-star base on casters 
Upholstered outer shell

PH1U
Medium back 
4 leg frame 
Upholstered outer shell

PH2U
Medium back 
4-star swivel base 
Upholstered outer shell

PH7U
Medium back 
5-star base on  casters
Upholstered outer shell

PH13U
High back
4 leg frame 
Soft quilted upholstery

PH14U
High back 
4-star swivel base 
Soft quilted upholstery

PH18U
High back 
5-star base on casters 
Soft quilted upholstery

PH11U
Medium back 
4 leg frame 
Soft quilted upholstery

PH12U
Medium back 
4-star swivel base 
Soft quilted upholstery

PH17U
Medium back 
5-star base on casters 
Soft quilted upholstery

• 
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Grainger
Grainger is a luxurious family of wingback armchairs and 
matching ottoman. Available as a high and low back, featuring 
exquisite upholstery detailing including piping and a deep 
buttoned back. Now including an elegant side chair, dining 
chair and stool. 

Standard Features
•  Traditional carcass construction
•  Fully upholstered
•  Webbed seat support
•  Solid oak legs
• 18” seat height

GR1
High wing chair

GR2
High wing Chair 
Two seater

GR3
Low wing chair

GR4
Low wing chair
Two seater

GR7
Small ottoman

GR8
Large ottoman

Grainger Lounge Chair 
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Venus
Venus is a versatile, compact tub chair providing excellent 
comfort for informal and formal meeting, conference and 
dining applications. Practical features have been worked 
into the design with flowing lines and a refreshing profile 
that enhances the visual elegance of this classically styled 
tub chair. 

Standard Features
•  Molded foam construction
•  Webbed seat support
•  Plastic glides
• 18” seat height

VS1
Tub chair

Venus Lounge Chair
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Mozaik
The Mozaik seating family is made up of three principal 
shapes. A small soft square stool and soft rectangular 
bench available in two heights and a large low soft square 
stool. The two heights of upholstered unit allow for different 
seating styles that in turn facilitate different patterns of 
behaviour, function and interaction. But their dual heights 
also suggest the function of the higher unit as a space 
division, a surface for a device, a support for the user’s back 
or arm or a place to perch.

Standard Features
•  Traditional carcass construction
• Fully upholstered
• Wire frame available in Black, White, Coral or Pebble powder coat
• Plastic glides

Mozaik Soft Seating

MZK101
Low square stool
16.5”h x 17.25” x 17.25”

MZK102
Low square stool
16.5”h x 34” x 34”

MZK103
Low rectangular bench
16.5”h x 34” x 17.25”

MZK201
High square stool
 23.5”h x 17.25” x 17.25”

MZK203
High rectangular stool
23.5”h x 34” x 17.25”
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Tarry
The luxurious wing lounge chair has a versatile
style that is the perfect accompaniment to both
modern and vintage interiors, whilst the acoustic
properties of the seat’s wing panels make the piece
ideal for breakout areas and executive lounges, or
hotel and hospitality environments.

Standard Features
• Moulded foam construction with dual density back foam*
• Moveable headrest*
• Free floating seat tilt with upright locking*
• Fully upholstered
• Four star base available in Black and Ceramic White 
• Wood base available in Clear on Ash
• Plastic glides

Tarry Lougne Chair

TAR405
Wing lounge chair
4-star swivel base

TAR403
Wing lounge chair
Wood legs

TARFS05
Footstool
4-star swivel base

TARFS03
Footstool
Wood legs
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Dandy
Dandy is as its names suggests, an exceptionally turned out 
sofa and armchair combination with classic style, simple 
proportions, clean lines, great comfort and broad appeal. Its 
simple form, proportions and styling make it easily suited to 
a multitude of environments.

Standard Features
• Traditional carcass construction
• Tensioned seat support
• Fully upholstered
• Square tubular steel frame finished in Silver M04 powder coat*

Dandy Lounge Chair

A750
Chair

A751
Sofa

A752
Chair (full arm)

A753
Sofa (full arm)
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Pause
Pause is a contemporary modular seating system which works 
as individual pieces or in modular layouts to create waiting, 
working or relaxing environments. The range’s versatility lends 
itself to a host of applications across corporate or hospitality 
environments.

Standard Features
• Silver M04 powder coat tubular steel frame
• Traditional carcass construction seat unit
• Molded foam back construction
• Plastic glides with leveling adjustment
• Bariatric compliant models (item code ends in BA)
• 18” seat height

PSM102-BA
Single seat with full back
Bariatric Compliant

PSM103RH-BA
Single seat right hand corner back
Bariatric Compliant

PSM103LH-BA
Single seat left hand corner back
Bariatric Compliant

Pause Single Seats

Pause Two Seat Bench

PSM201LH-BA
Two seat bench with 
full left hand back
Bariatric Compliant

PSM201RH-BA
Two seat bench with 
full right hand back
Bariatric Compliant

PSM202-BA
Two seat bench with full back
Bariatric Compliant

PSM203LH-BA
Two seat corner bench 
with left hand back
Bariatric Compliant

PSM203RH-BA
Two seat corner bench 
with right hand back
Bariatric Compliant

PSM206LH-BA
Two seat corner bench 
with left hand full back
Bariatric Compliant

PSM206RH-BA
Two seat corner bench 
with right hand full back
Bariatric Compliant
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Pause Benches

Pause Power Modules and Stools

PSP075L
Low power module

PSS042L
Mobile low stool

PSP075H
High power module

PSM200-BA
Two seat bench  
Bariatric Compliant

PSB154L
Two seat low bench  
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Octo
This elegant low back design incorporates sofas, modular 
elements, armchairs and benches with a complementary 
deep edge coffee table. The finesse of Octo’s upholstery 
detailing, generous proportions and sublime comfort sets it 
apart from others in its class. 

Standard Features
•  Traditional carcass construction*
•  Tensioned seat support*
•  Square Tubular Steel frame available in Polished Chrome
•  Available with solid oak legs*
•  Plastic glides

OCT09
Ottoman
31.75” W x 31.75” D

OCT10
Bench
47.75” W x 16.25” D

OCT01
Armchair

OCT02
Two seat sofa

OCT03
Three seat sofa

OCTCS
Small side cushion 
25.75” x 15”

OCT04
Seat unit with back

OCT07
Corner unit  
left hand with back

OCT08
Corner unit right 
hand with back

OCT05
Left hand seat 
chaise with back

OCT06
Right hand 
seat chaise 
with back

Octo Sofas

Octo Sofa Sectionals

Octo Ottomans & Cushions
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Sholes
The Sholes multi-purpose chair has been designed 
specifically to support collaborative work settings. Its 
generous proportions and wrap around back provide 
excellent comfort whichever position you take. Optional 
extras include a bag hook and table which incorporates a 
cup holder. 

Standard Features
•  Polished Aluminum yoke
• Polished Aluminum base*
• Black Nylon 5 star base*
• Seat height adjustment
• Fully upholstered*
• Molded foam construction*

SHL02
Chair with glides
4-star base

Sholes Multi-Purpose Chairs

SHL01
Chair with casters
5-star base
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Jaks
Jaks by John Coleman works equally alone, or in groups with 
fun shapes configured into exciting playful patterns due to its 
distinctive ‘cross’ shape. Jaks facilitates informal meeting and 
greeting spaces or a comfortable seat for those just wanting a 
break while also having somewhere to perch their laptop.

Standard Features
• Polished Chrome tubular steel frame*
• Polished Chrome steel pedestal*
• Traditional carcass construction*
• Plastic glides*
• Plastic glides with leveling adjustment*
• 18” seat height

JA1
Bench seat

JA2
Pedestal stool

JA3T
Pedestal table
15” H x 17.7” L x 17.7” W

Jaks Stools & Tables
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Pebble
Pebble is a superb seating option for informal meeting spaces 
or breakout areas. This comfortable design allows creativity 
with colour and shape as they can be nested together to create 
infinite combinations.

Standard Features
• Silver powder coat tubular steel leg frame
• Molded foam construction
• Webbed seat support*
• Plastic glides
• Grade A, B or C laminate tops*

A620
Seat

A621
Scalloped seat

A622
Table topped unit

Pebble Stools
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Qu
Qu is a simple yet elegant piece which is lightweight 
and manoeuvrable. This fully upholstered stool features 
distinctive styling that enhances the visual interest 
and versatility of the product. Qu can be used in every 
conceivable environment including a contemporary 
workplace or boutique hotel. 

Standard Features
•  Traditional carcass construction
•  Deep quilted upholstery
•  Plastic glides

CUB02
Deep Quilted

Qu Stool
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Wave
Wave is a poetic and beautifully formed laminated ply 
bench that enhances any interior. This award winning 
design is constructed using a detailed stainless steel frame 
and a diffused glass top to create a balanced seat suitable 
for any transient space. 

Standard Features
•  Veneer bench seat*
•  Square Tubular Stainless Steel Frame
•  Height adjustable feet

Wave Bench

A440
Three seat bench
4 leg frame
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Casper
Casper is a stylish and contemporary café plastic monoshell 
chair, with the option of an upholstered seat designed for all 
manner of hospitality environments. Casper is also an ideal 
meeting chair, due to the added option of a four leg or sled 
base frame.

Standard Features
• Plastic Shell in 8 colors
• Wire frame*
• Tubular Steel frame  Polished Chrome or Powder Coat frames*
• Plastic arms*
• Upholstered seat*
• Plastic glides*
• Plastic self leveling glides*
• Counter height option available on stools. Add -CH to the end of  
 item code to specify.

Casper Dining Chair 

Casper Stools

CS1
Side chair with Skid base

CS2
Side chair with 4 leg frame

CS2A
Armchair with 4 leg frame

CS5BS
High stool with Low back 
4 leg frame

CS7BS
High stool with High back 
4 leg frame
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Axyl
Axyl is a seating collection offering a sophisticated 
combination of recognisable elements. Axyl utilises a 
strong geometric design language that is entirely original 
yet draws on familiar references to create a range of 
highly functional seating.

Standard Features
• Stacks up to 4 high*
• Plastic Shell available in 6 colors*
• Upholstered seat pad*
• Cast aluminum frame available in 6 colors,  
 including polished and raw aluminum options
• Stacking buffers*
• Plastic glides

Axyl Dining Chair 

AXL02
Arm chair

AXL02U
Arm chair
Upholstered seat pad
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Quincy
Quincy is a modern dining or meeting chair with an 
elegant, pared down construction comprising of a seamless 
polyurethane shell and four solid hardwood legs, poised 
on nylon glides. Quincy is designed using only four 
fully recyclable materials, affording the chair a sound 
environmental specification.

Standard Features
• Rigid PU shell
• Solid Beech legs
• Plastic glides

Quincy Dining Chair 

QCY01
Side chair
Wood legs
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Jaicer
When designing Jaicer, we set out to create a simply beautiful 
chair that was constructed entirely from wood. Jaicer has been 
created to work across a multitude of environments; be it for ad 
hoc use in a contemporary workplace, as an elegant statement 
in a meeting room or as a café or dining chair in a modern 
corporate or hospitality environment.

Standard Features
• Clear finished , solid beech legs with formed
 beech plywood rails
• Beech veneer seat & back with a clear finish
• Stainless steel foot rail protector*
• Upholstered seat*
• Plastic glides

Jaicer Dining Chair 

Jaicer Stools

JCR1
Side chair

JCR2
Side chair  
Upholstered seat

JCR4
High stool

JCR5
High stool 
Upholstered seat
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Kojak
The design of Kojak utilizes a flexible moulded one piece 
polyurethane seat shell that appears to seamlessly blend into 
the tubular steel legs that carry it. Comprising of a slender 
stacking side chair and armchair, along with matching high 
stool, that are also available with or without arms.

Standard Features
• Stacks up to 8 high*
• PU seat available in Back to Black, Charcoal
 Gray, Turtle Dove, Ruby Red, Fern Green and
 Blue Skies
• Tubular steel legs finished in Silver powder coat
• Plastic glides
• Footrest finished in Polished Chrome*

Kojak Dining Chair 

A830
Side chair

A832
High stool
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Tonina
This innovative and dynamic chair delivers a contemporary 
design that has a multitude of possible applications across 
a variety of marketplaces. Tonina is made from gas injection 
moulded polypropylene with UV stabilisers to deliver a 
flawless product with fantastic strength, which is suitable 
for use both indoors and outdoors. 

Standard Features
•  Stacks up to 8 high*
•  Plastic chair available in 6 colors
• Plastic arms*
• Upholstered seat*
• Lattice back*
• Plastic glides and stacking buffers
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use

TN1
•  Side chair
•  4 leg frame
•  Sold in sets of 4 same color

TN1U
•  Side chair
•  4 leg frame
•  Sold in sets of 4 same color
• Upholstered seat pad

TN3U
•  Armchair
•  4 leg frame
•  Sold in sets of 4 same color
• Upholstered seat pad

TN3
•  Armchair
•  4 leg frame
•  Sold in sets of 4 same color

TN2
•  Side chair
•  4 leg frame
•  Sold in sets of 4 same color
•  Lattice back 

TN2U
• Side chair
•  4 leg frame
 •  Sold in sets of 4 same color
•  Lattice back 
• Upholstered seat pad

TN4
• Armchair
•  4 leg frame
•  Sold in sets of 4 same color
•  Lattice back

TN4U
•  Armchair
•  4 leg frame
•  Sold in sets of 4 same color
•  Lattice back
• Upholstered seat pad

Tonina Solid Back Dining Chairs

Tonina Lattice Back Dining Chairs
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Soul
Soul is a unique and ambitious design that embraces the 
technological possibilities of structural injection molded 
plastics to reinvent the cantilever chair. The concept delivers 
a flexing organic form that provides true ergonomic comfort 
and support despite its lean appearance. Soul can be 
tailored using a palette of contemporary colors.

Standard Features
• Stacks up to 6 high*
• Plastic seat frame in White as Snow
• Tubular steel frame finished in White powder coat
• Plastic back available in White as Snow
• Plastic seat available in White as Snow*
• Plastic glides
• Upholstered seat pad*

Soul Dining Chair

A780
Chair 
Cantilever base

A781
Chair 
Cantilever base 
Upholstered seat

A783
Stacking chair 
Cantilever base

A784 
Stacking chair 
Cantilever base 
Upholstered seat
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Scoop
Visually minimal, Scoop is simple, compact and clever. 
The chairs can neatly stack together for easy storage or 
transportation making it perfect for transient spaces. Its 
simple tubular steel frame construction and pressed ply 
seats with their unique character give Scoop freshness over 
and above existing mono shell designs on the market.

Standard Features
•  Stacks up to 8 high*
•  Beech shell*
•  Laminate shell*
•  Tubular steel frame available in Silver M04 Powder Coat 
•  Plastic glides
• Counter height option available on stools. Add -CH  
 to the end of item code to specify.

A432
Side chair 
High back

A430
High stool 
Low back

A433
High stool 
High back

Scoop Dining Chairs

Scoop Stools
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Mollie
Our new variants of this popular chair retain the classic 
silhouette of the original design whilst featuring a deeper, 
fuller back support and a slightly more generous seat width. 

Standard Features
•  Tubular steel frame available in Silver M04 Powder Coat*
•  Steel swivel base* 
•  Pedestal base and foot ring*
•  Conical solid beech legs with a clear finish*
•  Beech Shell
•  Plastic glides

A582
High stool  
Pedestal swivel base

A583 
High stool 
4 leg frame

A580
Chair 
4 leg frame

A685
Chair 
Wood legs

Mollie Dining Chairs

Mollie Stools
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JoJo
JoJo is an elegant and curvaceous stool seat created 
from 3D veneered plywood to provide one of the most 
comfortable stool seat shapes. JoJo’s two frame styles 
complement the seat design in the form of high and 
low four leg frames, or height adjustable frame with a 
swivelling center pedestal.

Standard Features
• Beech (3D ply) shell with a clear finish*
• Tubular steel frame finished in Silver M04
 powder coat*
• Height adjustable steel swivel pedestal base 
 finished in Polished Chrome*
• Plastic glides
• Rigid PU shell- Pure White, Slate Gray, Honey
 Yellow, Turtle Dove and Nut Brown*

JoJo Wooden Stools

JoJo Plastic Stools

A590
High stool
Pedestal swivel  base 
Height adjustable

A591
High stool 
4 leg base

A592
Low stool 
4 leg base

A595
High stool
Pedestal swivel  base
Height adjustable

A596
High stool 
4 leg base

A597
Low stool 
4 leg base



Tables
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Host
Designed by Simon Pengelly Host is a standalone table for 
use as a laptop support or work surface and is proportioned 
accordingly with a weighted stable base and elegant 
column. The top is made of Aluminium making the  
product 100% recyclable. 

Standard Features
•  Die-cast aluminum base and top available in 7 colors
•  Extruded aluminum column
•  Plastic glides

HLT2
Soft square
Occasional
23.5”h x 13.5” x 13.5”

Host Occasional Tables
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Lola Tables
Lola is a seductive, curving and shapely, yet strong and 
dependable collection designed as a contemporary, visually 
lighter alternative to the linear forms typically used in 
environments. Lola will work equally well in lounging areas, 
lobbies, and waiting rooms.

Standard Features
•  TFL or Laminate faced 1” MDF core top 
  with clear finish edge detail
•  Steel pedestal base
•  Plastic glides

A823-24RD
Round
Low level
17”h x 24” dia.

A823-36RD
Round
Low level
17”h x 36” dia.

A823-4024D
Racetrack
Low level
17”h x 40” x 24”

Lola Low Level Tables
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Conic Tables
PearsonLloyd’s Conic range of low level coffee tables have 
a beautifully simple polished chrome wire frame. They work 
effortlessly with the Conic and Open seating ranges, given 
that they share a common design language.

Standard Features
• Grade A & B 1” laminate faced MDF core top
with a clear finish edge profile
• Wire frame finished in Polished Chrome
• Plastic glides
• Grade A solid surface tops available

Conic Low Level Tables

A636-24RD
Round
Low level
16”h x 24” dia.

A636-21SS
Soft square
Low level
16”h x 21” x 21”

A638-36RD
Round
Low level
12”h x 36” dia.

A638-32SS
Soft square
Low level
12”h x 32” x 32”.

A639-4128S
Soft rectangle
Low level
12”h x 41” x 28”
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Sunda 1
This range of plectrum shaped occasional tables offers 
a variety of sizes and heights which can be clustered to 
create a unique shape. These simple yet elegant tables are 
manufactured from laser cut sheet steel that can be finished 
in a range of finely textured, mineral coloured powder 
coated finishes.

Standard Features
• Fabricated steel and tubular steel construction
• Plastic glides
• Available in Black, White, Slate Gray and all  
 select mineral powder coat finishes

Sunda 1 Occasional Tables

SUN101
Soft triangle
Occasional
14.75”h x 20.75” x 20”

SUN102
Soft triangle
Occasional
16”h x 19” x 16.75”

SUN103
Soft triangle
Occasional
13.5”h x 21.75” x 18”
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Sunda 2
These beautiful occasional tables are available in various 
heights and diameters that can be nestled together to 
create a stunning multilevel centre piece. The table tops 
are finished in a reformed oak veneer that can be clear 
lacquered or stained, whilst the steel tripod frames are 
available in a fine textured, mineral coloured range of 
powder finishes.

Standard Features
• Reformed oak veneer faced tops on 1” MDF with a cut  
 back, clear finished edge profile
• Tubular steel frame available in all select mineral powder  
 coat finishes
• Plastic glides

Sunda 2 Occasional Tables

SUN201
Round
Occasional
11.25”h x 39.5” dia.

SUN202
Round
Occasional
12.5”h x 31.5” dia.

SUN204
Round
Occasional
14.75”h x 15.75” dia.

SUN203
Round
Occasional
13.5”h x 23.75” dia.
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Open Tables
Complementing the Open seating range, the Open 
collection of occasional tables has a striking polished 
aluminium base with a choice of top shapes. Available in 
three different heights, they are perfectly suited to meeting, 
dining and breakout areas in a multitude of environments. 

Standard Features
•  Laminate faced 1” MDF core top with clear 
 finished Reference 37 cut back edge profile
•  Polished Aluminum four star base with Steel 
 center column
•  Plastic glides with leveling adjustment*

A645-30RD
 Round
Low level
14”h x  30” dia.

A645-3030
 Square
Low level
14”h x  30” x 30”

A645-30SS
 Soft square
Low level
14”h x  30” x  30”

A645-4128SR
 Soft rectangle
Low level
14”h x  41” x 28”

A646-30RD
 Round
Dining height
29” h x 30” dia.

A646-36RD
 Round
Dining height
29” h x 36” dia.

A646-3030
 Square
Dining height
29” h x 30” x 30”.

A646-3636
 Square
Dining height
29” h x 36” x 36”

A646-30SS
Soft square
Dining height
29” h x 30” x 30”

A646-36SS
Soft square
Dining height
29” h x 36” x 36”

A647-6030
Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 60” x 30”

A647-4830
Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 38” x 30”

A647-5430
Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 54” x 30”

A647-7230
Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 72” x 30”

A647-6630
Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 66” x 30”

Open Low Level Tables

Open Dining Height Tables
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A647-6636
Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 66” x 36”

A647-4836
Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 48” x 36”

A647-5436
Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 54” x 36”

A647-7236
 Rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 72” x 36”

A647-6636SR
Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 66” x 36”

A647-4836SR
Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 48” x 36”

A647-5436SR
Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 54” x 36”

A647-7236SR
 Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 72” x 36”

A647-6030SR
 Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 60” x 30”

A647-4830SR
 Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 48” x 30”

A647-5430SR
 Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 54” x 30”

A647-7230SR
 Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 72” x 30”

A647-6630SR
 Soft rectangle
Dining height
29” h x 66” x 30”

Open Dining Height Tables
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Axyl Tables
Axyl tables follow the same design typology and 
constructional values as the rest of the Axyl collection, 
featuring the distinct frame. A table for every occasion. 
Axyl Café & bistro tables are perfect for smaller 
gatherings while the dining tables suit larger  
groups and more formal settings.

Standard Features
•  1” Laminate (Edge 38) faced MDF core top with
 a clear finish edge
•  Cast Aluminum base and Aluminum center column
•  Integral leg feet with levelling adjustment

Axyl Dining Tables

Axyl High Top Tables

Axyl Rectangular Tables

AXLD30SQ
Square
30” x 30”

AXLD30RD
Round
30” dia

AXLD36RD
Round
36” dia

AXLH24SQ
Square
24” x 24”

AXLH30SQ
Square
30” x 30”

AXLH30RD
Round
30” dia

AXLR6036
Rectangular 
60” X 36”

AXLR7836
Rectangular
78” X 36”

AXLRI7836
Rectangular with inset legs
78” X 36”

AXLRI9636
Rectangular with inset legs
96” X 36”
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Pache
Pache is a beautiful family of café tables. Round, 
square and soft chamfered rectangular shaped tables 
are available in a variety of finish options. The tables’ 
elliptical solid ash legs can be left clear, stained or colour 
washed, complemented by a range of accent colours 
including Coral, Peacock Blue, Basalt, Sage, Pebble, 
Stone or White powder coat available to use on the 
aluminum frame.

Standard Features
• 1” Grade A TFL faced MDF core top with a clear edge profile
• 1” Grade S laminate faced MDF core top with a clear edge profile
• 1” Grade S laminate faced plywood core top with finish exposed  
 edge detail
• Solid ash legs with a clear finish
• Aluminum framework finished in Black powder coat
• Plastic glides

Pache Dining Tables

Pache Rectangular Dining Tables

PAC36RD
 Round
Dining height
29”h x 36” dia.

PAC42RD
 Round
Dining height
29”h x 42” dia.

PAC3636
 Soft square
Dining height
29”h x 36” x 36”

PAC4242
 Soft square
Dining height
29”h x 42” x 42”

PAC4848
 Soft square
Dining height
29”h x 48” x 48”

PAC48RD
 Round
Dining height
29”h x 48” dia.

PAC4830R
 Rectangle
Dining height
29”h x 48” x 30”

PAC6030R
 Rectangle
Dining height
29”h x 60” x 30”

PAC9630R
 Rectangle
Dining height
29”h x 96” x 30”

PAC7836SC
 Soft Rectangle
Chamfered
Dining height
29”h x 78” x 36”

PAC9636SC
 Soft Rectangle
Chamfered
Dining height
29”h x 96” x 36”

PAC12036SC
 Soft Rectangle
Chamfered
Dining height
29”h x 120” x 36”

PAC14436SC
 Soft Rectangle
Chamfered
Dining height
29”h x 144 x 36”

PAC15636SC
 Soft Rectangle
Chamfered
Dining height
29”h x 156” x 36”

PAC7830R
 Rectangle
Dining height
29”h x 78” x 30”
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Turo
Turo is a new collection of everyday tables, born out of a 
desire to produce a timeless design. The tables’ simplistic 
silhouette is constructed using seven common design 
components that are carried throughout the range. 
Turo offers 3 distinct top shapes, square, rectangular 
and round available in varying sizes to accommodate a 
multitude of purposes.

Standard Features
• 3/4” Laminate faced Plywood core top
• 3/4” Laminate faced MDF core top
• Aluminium Fluted legs and Steel frame under structure
• Plastic glides with levelling adjustment

Turo Square and Circular Tables

Turo Rectangular Tables

TRT36SQ
Square
36” x 36”

TRT42SQ
Square
42” x 42”

TRT48SQ
Square
48” x 48”

TRT42RD
Round
42” dia

TRT48RD
Round
48” dia 

TRT5430RC
Rectangular
54” X 30”

TRT6030RC
Rectangular
60” X 30”

TRT7236RC
Rectangular
72” X 36”

TRT7836RC
Rectangular
78” X 36”
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Silta
Silta is a premium high table for breakout spaces, adhoc 
meetings or a place to simply perch and connect. Modern 
meets vintage with industrial design featured right 
alongside modern connectivity points and convenient 
bag hooks.

Standard Features
• 3/4” laminate faced plywood core top with a
 clear finish exposed edge detail
• 3/4” Linoleum faced plywood core top with a
 clear finish exposed edge detail
• 1/2” solid surface top
• Solid Ash legs*
• Tubular steel framework
• Brushed steel tie bars
• Brushed Aluminium bag hooks ( x2)

Silta Tables with Power

Silta Tables without Power

SLHP7236
Rectangle
4 perimeter power outlets
High level
41.25”h x 72” x 36”

SLH7236
Rectangle
Without power
High level
41.25”h x 72” x 36”

SLHP8436
Rectangle
6 perimeter power outlets
High level
41.25”h x 84” x 36”

SLH8436
Rectangle
Without power
High level
41.25”h x 84” x 36”

SLHP13636
Rectangle
8 perimeter power outlets
High level
41.25”h x 136” x 36”

SLH13636
Rectangle
Without power
High level
41.25”h x 136” x 36”

SLHP16036
Rectangle
12 perimeter power outlets
High level
41.25”h x 160” x 36”

SLH16036
Rectangle
Without power
High level
41.25”h x 160” x 36”

SLHP18436
Rectangle
12 perimeter power outlets
High level
41.25”h x 184” x 36”

SLH18436
Rectangle
Without power
High level
41.25”h x 184” x 36”

SLHP9636
Rectangle
6 perimeter power outlets
High level
41.25”h x 96” x 36”

SLH9636
Rectangle
Without power
High level
41.25”h x 96” x 36”
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Pause Tables
The Pause range of tables encompasses dining height, high 
and low level tables, all of which have been carefully balanced 
to provide a variety of comfortable resting points. Pause tables 
have been designed to work with the Pause seating range, but 
also sit well with a variety of Allermuir products.

Standard Features
•   3” laminate faced top*
•   Tubular steel frame finished in Silver M04 powder coat*
•   Plastic glides with leveling adjustment

PST156
Rectangle 
13”h x 59”w x 24”d

PST157
Rectangle 
13”h x 59”w x 30”d

PST075
Square 
13”h x 30”w x 30”d

Pause Low Level Tables

Pause Dining Height Tables

Pause High Top Tables

PST166L
Rectangle
28”h x 63”w x 24”d

PST167L
Rectangle
28”h x 63”w x 30”d

PST226L
Rectangle
28”h x 86.5”w x 24”d

PST227L
Rectangle
28”h x 86.5”w x 30”d

PST165H
Rectangle
40.25”h x 63”w x 19.75”d

PST225H
Rectangle
40.25”h x 86.5”w  x 19.75”d
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Talon
Talon is a stunning collection of versatile laptop and 
occasional tables designed to accompany soft seating 
in lounge or breakout areas. The innovative delta shaped 
laptop table can be used alone or clustered together for 
ad-hoc collaborative working.

Standard Features
•  Laminate faced top, 1” MDF core with clear 
 finish edge detail
• Tubular steel column
• Polished Aluminum base
• Teflon glides

TAL21SST
Soft triangle
Low level
Occasional
15.75”h x 20” x 20”

TAL21LST
Soft triangle
Low level
Occasional
15.75” h x 37.5” x 37.5”

TAL31SO
Soft oval
Occasional
19.75” h x 28” x 16”

TAL41DE
Delta
Occasional
25.5” h x 33.5” x 19”

TAL41SST
Soft triangle
Occasional
25.5” h x 20” x 20”

TAL41LST
Soft triangle
Occasional
25.5” h x 37.5” x 37.5”

TAL41SO
Soft oval
Occasional
25.5” h x 28” x 16”

TAL22SR
Soft rectangle
Low level
Occasional
15.75” h x 47” x 23.5”

Talon Occasional Tables



With every Senator design comes 
a great deal of  thought. The 
design process begins way before 
pencil reaches paper, beginning 
with looking at you.

We look at how you sit, reach, 
move and work to create a design 
which not only looks beautiful, 
but is a pleasure to use too.
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Ad-Lib Litework

Ad-Lib Litework multi-purpose chairs have been designed to provide 
diversity, without compromising cost, performance or build. With 
changing work styles today, more and more time is spent away from 
the traditional desk and as such the role of  multi-purpose seating has 
become increasingly important.

STANDARD FEATURES
• Plastic seat and back frame
• Plastic contoured seat and back panels*
• Plastic contoured back panel and upholstered seat*
• Fully upholstered seat and back* 
• Black gas lift
• Dynamic tilt seat yoke with height adjustable gas lift  
 and  floating seat action
• Injection molded 5-Star base 
• 2.5” hard wheel casters
• Back frame with integral arms covered in soft touch plastic*

ADL5
• 5-star base 
 • Plastic seat & back 
• No arms

ADL5A
• 5-star base 
 • Plastic seat & back 
• With arms

ADL15
• 5-star base 
 •  Plastic back & upholstered seat
• No arms

ADL15A 
• 5-star base 
•  Plastic back & upholstered seat
• With arms

ADL10
• 5-star base 
 • Fully upholstered 
• No arms

ADL10A 
• 5-star base 
 • Fully upholstered 
• With arms

AD-LIB LITEWORK CONFERENCE CHAIRS
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Circo

Circo is a functionally simple light work conference for ad hoc touch 
down working environments. Circo has a permanently floating 
action and a mesh back that morphs to support the user. These 
features are suitable for both conference and meeting environments.

STANDARD FEATURES
• 2.5” hard wheel casters*
•  Height adjustment and free-floating tilt*
•  Swivel only*
•  3D self supporting mesh back
•  Plastic glides*
•  Stool height variation

CR1
• Conference chair
• Static yoke 
• With casters

CR2
• Conference chair
• Dynamic yoke 
• With casters

CR3
• Conference chair
• Static yoke 
• With glides

CR4
• Conference chair
• Dynamic yoke 
• With glides

CR5D
• High stool 
• Static yoke 
• With casters 
• Adjustable foot ring

CIRCO CONFERENCE CHAIRS
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Rapt

Rapt exudes poise and offers a fresh alternative to the established 
norms of  executive seating. It has been created to grace 
environments where key decisions are made, where success 
happens, where detail and conviction are imperative and where 
extraneous distractions need to be eliminated.

STANDARD FEATURES
•  Molded foam construction
•  2.4” hard wheel casters*
•  Black plastic glides*
•  Polished Chrome clean gas unit
•  Knee tilt mechanism with back locking 
 function in 5 positions*
•  Dynamic free-floating seat tilt 
 mechanism complete with height 
 adjustment and upright locking*
•  Polished Aluminum wrap around arm 
 with leather arm inlay pad
•  High-back and mid-back versions available

RAP115C
• Mid-back with  
   executive knee tilt  
• 5-star base  
• Casters

RAP125C
• Mid-back with  
   conference free-
  float tilt mech 
• 5-star base  
• Casters

RAP124G
• Mid-back with  
   conference free-
  float tilt mech 
• 4-star base  
• Glides

RAP215C
• High-back with  
   executive knee tilt 
• 5-star base  
• Casters

RAP225C
• High-back with  
   conference free-
  float tilt mech 
• 5-star base  
• Casters

RAP224G
• High-back with     
  conference free-    
  float tilt mech 
• 4-star base  
• Glides

RAPT LOW BACK CONFERENCE CHAIRS

RAPT HIGH BACK CONFERENCE CHAIRS
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Ousby

Ousby is a task seating range that boasts exceptional comfort and
affordability. Designed using flexible, durable and sustainable 
materials that respond to your movements, Ousby is an 
organically shaped seating range that includes a stool variant 
on casters providing comfortband support throughout the day, 
whatever the task.

STANDARD FEATURES
• 2.5” hard wheel casters
• Self supporting mesh back
• 2” lumbar adjustment
• Dynamic synchronized mechanism with  
 quick tension adjustment,back locking in  
 5 positions, including locking upright*
• Limited recline mechanism*
• 2.4” seat depth adjustment*
• Height and width adjustable arms*
• Molded seat foam cushion
• Stool height variation*
• Height and width adjustable arms with
 multi-functional arm pad*

OUS740
• Task chair 
• No arms

OUS740HA
• Task chair with  
    height adjustable arms

OUS740MF
• Task chair with  
   multi-functional arms

OUS740D
• Stool 
• No arms

OUS740DHA
• Stool with height  
   adjustable arms

OUS740DMF
• Stool with  
   multi-functional arms

OUSBY TASK CHAIRS
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i-Workchair

i-Workchair is a premium task chair designed by Justus Kolberg 
to empower user individuality. After looking at the way we work, 
this intelligent seating solution has been developed to respond to a 
new range of  postures.

STANDARD FEATURES
• 2.5” hard wheel casters
• Aluminum back frame
• Synchronized mechanism with tension
 adjustment and back locking function in
 3 positions
• 3.25” adjustable lumbar
• 2.4” seat depth adjustment
• Height adjustable arms with
 multifunctional arm pad*
• Height adjustable arms with 4D arm pad*
• Technical inner and outer back fabric
 with 3D cut perforated foam core
• Dual density seat foam
• Back pivot buffers
• Fully adjustable headrest with coat hanger*

WRK140MF
• Task chair    
• Black components
• Multi-functional arms 

WRK160MF
• Task chair    
• Black components
• Multi-functional arms
• Headrest
• Coat hanger 

WRK240MF
• Task chair    
• Anthracite and Flint Gray components
• Multi-functional arms

WRK260MF
• Task chair    
• Anthracite and Flint Gray components
• Multi-functional arms
• Headrest
• Coat hanger 

WRK340MF
• Task chair  
• Black and Polished components 
• Multi-functional arms

WRK360MF
• Task chair  
• Black and Polished components 
• Multi-functional arms
• Headrest 
• Coat hanger

WRK140FD
• Task chair    
• Black components
• 4D arms

WRK160FD
• Task chair    
• Black components
• 4D arms
• Headrest
• Coat hanger 

WRK240FD
• Task chair    
• Anthracite and Flint Gray components 
• 4D arms

WRK260FD
• Task chair    
• Anthracite and Flint Gray components 
• 4D arms
• Headrest
• Coat hanger 

WRK340FD
• Task chair  
• Black and Polished  components 
• 4D arms

WRK360FD
• Task chair  
• Black and Polished components 
• 4D arms
• Headrest
• Coat hanger

I-WORKCHAIR TASK CHAIRS

I-WORKCHAIR TASK CHAIRS WITH HEADREST
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Kaiser Permanente 
Approved Fabric Partners

Architex

Carnegie

Designtex – Allermuir Graded in

HBF

Knoll Textiles – Allermuir Graded in

LDI/Enviroleather

Luna

Maharam – Allermuir Graded in

Momentum – Allermuir Graded in

Pallas Textiles

Edge Detail # 80 
Solid surface 1” thick backed 
with hardwood plywood.1” MDF Core

25mm Chip Core

25mm MDF Core

ø8

47

18mm Birch Ply
8

45˚

1”

Edge Detail # 82 
Solid surface 1” thick backed with  
hardwood plywood.

1.75”

1”

Edge Detail # 46 
1” MDF core, specified melamine 
face and counterbalance.  The 
edge is clear finish as standard.

1”

Edge Detail # 37 
HPL laminate over a 1” MDF core 
counter balanced. The edge is cut 
back with a chamfer. The edge is clear 
finish as standard or can be stained.

1.75”

1”

Edge Detail # 11 
1” MDF core, specified laminate face  
& counterbalance with convex edge.  
The edge is finish clear as standard 
or can be stained.

1” MDF Core

25mm Chip Core

25mm MDF Core

ø8

47

18mm Birch Ply
8

45˚

1”

Table Edge Profiles
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Care and Maintenance
Fabric

Please follow specific manufacturing guidelines when cleaning fabric. Cleaning with an 
unapproved solution could damage the fabric. 

Neglect is the most common cause of the premature breakdown of any upholstery fabrics. 
Problems occur as a result of inadequate removal of dirt, dust and grit which settles on 
the surface of the upholstery. If not removed, the dirt and grit will eventually penetrate 
the structure of the fabric. With further agitation, as a user sits on the upholstery, the dirt 
and grit will act like sandpaper wearing away and breaking fibers in the fabric structure. If 
enough fibers are broken, a hole will eventually form in the upholstery.

In the same way, pilling can occur. Pilling involves loose fibers migrating to the surface of 
the fabric, which with further agitation as a user sits on the chair, will curl up to form tiny 
bobbles of fiber. Although pilling can occur with well-maintained fabrics, it is well known 
that soiling agents can initiate and/or significantly accelerate pilling.

Leather
Please refer to manufacturer guidelines for conditioning and cleaning. Regular maintenance 
may be necessary every 3 months to keep the leather surfaces from peeling or cracking.

Plastic/felt feet
Need to be inspected and replaced if worn

Epoxy powder frames
Clean using a damp cloth with a mild solution of soap and water.

Chrome frames
Clean chrome with a good grade chrome cleaner to maintain a bright finish. Occasionally 
chrome leakage can occur on products that have been just delivered. Wipe down with a 
chrome cleaner to eliminate this.

Table tops
Clean with a soft damp cloth and mild detergent solution. Do not use abrasive cleaners.

Wood seating & tables
Wood is a natural product and owes its inherent beauty to the variations in color, texture, 
and grain which are not considered defects. Allermuir cannot guarantee the exact matching 
of colors between batches of wooden products, as wood naturally ages through time.

TFL & Laminates
TFL & Laminate tops are very resistant to normal office problems, such as tea or coffee 
stains. Simply wiping with a soft damp cloth will remove most stains. Should a stubborn 
problem arise, clean with a soft damp cloth and a mild detergent  solution. Do not use 
abrasive cleaners. Cut back edges should be wiped with a dry cloth only.

Notes
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